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The Parrys Carpets & Floor Solutions sales team has extensive 
knowledge across all facets of the flooring industry, so we can 
answer any floor covering question you may have. At Parrys, 
no sale is too small, and no request too difficult.

the team
L O C AT I O N S

Stewart Adams 
Flooring Solution Specialist

Stewart returns to Parrys after 3 years working with 
another flooring company. His knowledge of Parrys 
products and flooring solutions makes him a great asset 
for the company but especially for the Parrys customers 
who are looking for that extra care in detail for their 
flooring problem.

Justin Jordan 
Store Manager – Butler

Justin has returned to Parrys after a 10 year’ absence. 
Being one of the selling staff in Parrys original City West 
store, he has fine-tuned his selling and management 
skills in an alternative retail market.

Alain Aliphon 
Store Manager – Malaga

Alain has lived the last 36 years surrounded by quality 
flooring. 

His extensive knowledge of all flooring types has 
made him one of the most sought after Flooring 
Sales specialists in Perth.

Syed Raihan 
Store Manager – Myaree

Syed has been with Parrys for the past 7 years and was 
an integral part in setting up and running our new store 
in Baldivis for the past 5 years. Now the Store Manager 
at Myaree, Syed uses his 19+ years’ flooring experience 
to great effect.

Gerard Pickerd 
Store Manager – Baldivis

Gerard is a renowned flooring expert with over 30 
years in the industry. Living and breathing the air 
in the Rockingham/Baldivis area is a bonus as he 
understands completely customers who are looking 
for flooring in that region. His motto "Love Local, Live 
Local, Shop Local."

Derek Martin 
Store Manager - Belmont

Derek comes to Parrys after extensive flooring 
experience in Victoria. After managing a number of 
stores in the Melbourne area, Derek brings his wealth 
of knowledge, successful sales techniques but most 
importantly his love of helping customers looking for 
their perfect floor.

John Feasey 
Flooring Solutions Specialist

John has now moved into a more permanent position at 
Belmont and his enthusiasm and relationship  building 
with customers has made him a popular sales person 
in the store. Alongside his extensive retail selling 
background, flooring has now become second nature to 
John and his ideas of interior design are helpful to all. 

BUTLER
Unit 4, 8 Butler Boulevard 
Butler WA 6036
(08) 9595 3301

MALAGA
Unit 1, 1924 Beach Rd, 
Malaga WA 6090 Malaga
(08) 9249 5455

BELMONT
203 Alexander Rd 
Belmont WA 6104
(08) 9478 5588

MYAREE
Unit 3, 98 Norma Road 
Myaree WA 6154
(08) 6153 0439 

Baldivis
Unit 1, 58 Goulburn Rd, 
Baldivis WA 6171
(08) 9529 0036
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Well, what can I say, the team and I have been amazed by the 
number of downloads of our BELLA magazine and we have 
received some fantastic response from our new and existing 
customers. 

So, from myself and all the team at Parrys, I would like to say a big 
THANK YOU - your support has been incredible!

I am sure you will agree that life in Perth at the moment is both a curse 
and a blessing. 

While our borders remain closed, many of us are longing for that elusive 
trip away, whether to see family or friends, visit a favourite destination 
or just purely experience a change of scenery.  Personally, I am also 
slightly ashamed to admit that even plane food seems appealing.

On the flipside, a lot of us have made the most of the lockdown and 
taken the opportunity to spend time renovating our homes. For some 
it was a new driveway or garden, others fixed the roof or updated a 
fence, while many of you have made your old, tired floors look new and 
modern!

As such, a lot of people have turned to the team at Parrys for advice on 
the latest flooring products, styles and trends. I am proud to say that 
we have taken on this challenge by offering the best advice and ideas to 
help you make the right choice when it comes to your flooring.

 Simply put, here are some general rules of thumb when thinking about 
your product of choice.

• Carpets offer warmth and comfort.
• Laminates offer a resilient wood look without blowing the budget.
• Timber offers class and increases the value of your property.
•  Vinyls offer peace of mind and a huge range to choose from.
• And then we have Hybrid. The new kid on the block not only looks 

good, but is resilient, waterproof, practical, and so much more.

So, we hope you enjoy our summer edition of BELLA. Stay safe and we 
look forward to seeing you soon.

Enjoy our latest BELLA!

summer

contents

2021

14
Investor guide

It is with much pleasure 
that we share with 
you the fifth edition 
of ‘BELLA’, Parrys 
exclusive magazine 
dedicated to flooring.

welcome
Ian Minottii 
General Manager

"

"

10
Best Carpets 
For Allergy 
Sufferers
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There’s nothing like coming home to a house with a sophisticated 
design that reflects your unique style. If you want to give your 
home a makeover without splurging on a costly remodel, there 
are ways to revamp your space on a budget. You can achieve 
a luxury design with affordable styling techniques. Some 
inspiration is all you need to give your home a high-end feel 
without breaking the bank.

This guide includes helpful tips for how to make your home look 
expensive on a tight decorating budget.

6 Budget-Friendly ways to create a High-End Design

Designing on a budget can be fun and creative if you follow the right 
strategies. Test out these interior design upgrades in your space to 
achieve a luxurious look for less.

1. Start with a classic base

Neutrals colours and classic tones are the secrets to creating a space 
that lasts for years. Walls painted with a simple colour palette and 
traditional timber floors will never go out of style and will save you 
money on costly updates in the future. Taupe, grey, white, brown and 
black tones serve as the perfect base for any room.

A neutral colour palette will blend with any accessories to create a 
cohesive, high-end design. You can introduce fun colours and textures 
with pillows, art pieces and rugs. As your style changes, it’s easy and 
affordable to swap out accessories. You can even update the colour 
palette to match your seasonal decor.

2. Upgrade your flooring
Your floors serve as the foundation of the entire room. The style of 
flooring you choose will impact your space’s overall look and feel. 
While replacing your floor requires some effort, it’s an affordable way 
to elevate your space and add value.

3. Create ambient lighting
The proper lighting should be functional and aesthetically pleasing. 
Overhead lighting will illuminate the room, but it can seem harsh and 
sterile. Placing several lamps around your space will create a warm 
and welcoming ambiance.

Lighting can add interest and detail to the room. Plain and simple 
lighting comes standard with any home. Replacing basic fixtures with 
more stylish options is an affordable way to make a noticeable impact. 
Adding a chandelier will create a focal point for a high-end look. 
Replacing your shades with a modern version can make any room feel 
luxurious.

4. Hang window treatments
When it comes to creating a high-end look, the details and finishing’s 
make a significant difference. Drapes and curtains add texture and 
colour to the room for a polished look. Sheer curtains let sunlight 
through the window, creating a soft cast of natural light. Colourful 
or patterned curtains serve as a bold focal point. The fabric that you 
choose is equally as important as the placement.

Hanging your curtains from the ceiling will draw the eye upward 
and make the room feel taller and grander. Even if your windows 

look high-end
How to make your house

on a
budget
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are small, you can create the illusion of tall ceilings by installing your 
window treatments as high as possible. For a small investment, you 
can hang long, flowing curtains near the top of the wall to make your 
home look expensive on a tight budget.

5. Create an accent wall
Painting an entire room can add up quickly. Adding one bold wall will 
bring interest and drama to your home at an affordable price. Using a 
dark shade will add depth and give the space a high-end feel. It only 
takes a small amount of paint to cover a single wall, so this design 
hack is one of the most affordable.

For a less permanent option, peel-and-stick wallpaper comes in a wide 
range of colours and patterns at a low price. Temporary wallpaper 
adds a stylish flair to the space that can easily swap out to keep up 
with the latest trends. It can also hide minor imperfections in the wall 
for a sleek finish.

6. Add fresh flowers or houseplants
Interior spaces tend to feel incomplete without a few natural 
touches. You can literally add life to your home with fresh flowers or 
houseplants. They brighten up the room and add a natural element to 
your interior.

Beautiful flowers are a luxury that we often give as gifts. Dressing 
your home with fresh blossoms will create a high-end look for only a 
few dollars. If you are a gardener, you can try this method for free!

Houseplants are also an affordable way to add interest to your home. 
They come in many sizes and varieties that can elevate any design. 
Touches of green can change the feeling of your space. A living plant 
will give your home a sense of peace and balance.

If flowers are out of season or you lack a green thumb, faux options 
can achieve the same look. While they tend to cost more upfront, they 
will last forever without needing maintenance or replacement.

Talk to our flooring experts at Parrys, to take your first step toward 
High-End Design. At Parrys, our team of professional flooring experts 
can help you achieve the high-end interior of your dreams. Choose 
from a wide range of high-quality and affordable flooring options to 
upgrade your space.

We offer laminate, vinyl, timber, hybrid and carpets at competitive 
prices to help you maximize a tight decorating budget. We handle 
the entire process, from ordering the materials to performing the 
installation.

This guide includes helpful tips for how to make your home look 
expensive on a tight decorating budget.

ROOM SIZE REMNANTS

Parrys has End of rolls and room 
size pieces drastically discounted 
that include Free Laying and Free 

Underlay. Look for the clearly marked 
tickets. What a bargain!

FREE LAYING 
& FREE UNDERLAY

  65%OFF
SAVE UP TO

100% NZ WOOL

Parrys buying power of high-end 
wool from New Zealand allows us to 
pass on amazing discounted specials 
to the public. Don't be slow- they go 

out quick!

100% NZ WOOL WHOLE 
OF HOME PACKAGES

  50%OFF
UP TO

RENOVATION SOLUTION

To ease the stress of kids and pets 
destroying your carpet Parrys has a 

unique deal of carpet that can handle 
the battering. Come into our stores 

and check it out.

FAMILY & PET 
PROOF CARPET

  $9.90m2FR
OM

FINISHES

In both the sheet vinyl and vinyl 
plank ranges there is a variety of 
finishes. Traditionally wood look 

flooring is the most popular but ask 
about our tile and granite looks as 

well if that is your desire.

ASK ABOUT OUR

WOOD, TILE & 
GRANITE LOOK 

FINISHES

A huge thank you to Derek and his team! The carpets 
look fabulous and I would not hesitate in recommending 
him to others. Outstanding service 😄👍 went above and 
beyond, thank you. 

Would recommend!

4 months ago

Nicola Vincent

* Prices and offers are valid till 31th January 2021 or while stocks last 
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Is it Solid Timber or laminate? You might be surprised at how 
hard it can be to tell the difference. Today’s laminate can look 
remarkably like popular solid timber floors such as Teak, Jarrah, 
Mahogany, Pine and Oak. Yet, there are a few ways to spot one 
type of flooring from another, especially if you look closely 
enough. Here’s how to tell the difference between laminate and 
solid timber:

1. Solid Timber Shows Its Wear and Tear

When solid timber floors age, they can take on variations in colour and 
even texture. These variations can come from many sources, such as 
sunlight or water that’s been left on the timber too long. Laminate, 
on the other hand, retains its pristine appearance for much longer 
because it’s been engineered to withstand normal wear and tear.

2. Solid Timber Floors Often Have Scratch Marks

Notice a few scratch marks or even indentations in a floor that looks 
like wood? It’s probably solid timber rather than laminate. Most solid 
timber types used in flooring are soft by nature. This softness can be 
attractive, and it makes the timber more susceptible to minor and 
major damage. Laminate is constructed to withstand the weight of 
normal objects being dropped or slid slightly across its surface.

3. Solid Timber Patterns Vary
Every solid timber plank offers unique characteristics, which means 
you shouldn’t see many patterns in true solid timber floors. If you 
notice a lot of patterning and symmetry, you’re looking at laminate and 
not solid timber. However, most laminate floors have been designed 
to repeat patterns in ways that look authentic rather than systematic.

4. Solid Timber Flooring May Have Nail Holes 
or Staples

Stapling and nailing are two ways craftspeople lay solid timber floors. 
You may notice these nail holes and staples at the perimeter walls, 
particularly with hardwood flooring in historic homes. Instead of using 
staple guns or hammers, laminate is clicked together using tongue-
and-groove. This creates a smooth, seamless floor space.

5. Solid Timber Will Last a Few Lifetimes
Did you just buy a new house? Are you trying to figure out the 
difference between laminate and solid timber in a room or two? See 
if you can find out when the floor was laid. If it’s older than 20 years 
and still has a solid look, it’s probably solid timber. A well-maintained, 
properly installed with solid timber floor can stay beautiful for 75 years 
or longer. Laminates are more affordable to put into your home but 
will need to be replaced within a couple decades.

between
How to tell the 
difference between

timber and 
laminate flooring
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FINISHES

In both the sheet vinyl and vinyl 
plank ranges there is a variety of 
finishes. Traditionally wood look 

flooring is the most popular but ask 
about our tile and granite looks as 

well if that is your desire.

ASK ABOUT OUR

WOOD, TILE & 
GRANITE LOOK 

FINISHES

RESILIENT FLOORING

Quick and easy flooring cut off a 4 
metre wide roll. No hassles, no fuss, 
perfect for heavy traffic areas. Easy 

maintenance and cleaning.

4m WIDE – SHEET VINYL

  $23.75m2FR
OM

EASY DIY

Ranges from DIY 'Peel & Stick' 
directly to the concrete floor to 
commercially glued down vinyl 

planks.

LUXURY VINYL PLANK

  $18.90m2FR
OM

HYBRID FLOORING

5.5mm Aquaclic Hybrid flooring 
is our most popular hard 
flooring range in Parrys.

5.5m WIDE – AQUACLIC 
HYBRID

  $37.90m2FR
OM

* Prices and offers are valid till 31th January 2021 or while stocks last 

Is Solid Timber or Laminate the Right Choice for Your 
Home?
Now that you know a bit more about the difference between laminate 
and solid timber, you can pick the flooring type that makes the 
most sense for your lifestyle, decorating preferences and budget. 
Remember that solid timber will always cost more than laminate. 
If you’re on a strict budget, you may want to evaluate solid timber 
versus wood laminate or hybrid.

Interested in seeing how laminate or solid timber or even hybrid 
would look in your home? talk to our experts at Parrys, and we’ll be 
happy to show you a selection of flooring surfaces to help you add a 
finishing touch to your favourite spaces.

timber laminate

FAQ

What is engineered timber flooring?

Engineered timber flooring (also known 
as engineered hardwood flooring) is a 

magnificent product, and a great alternative 
to laminate and solid timber flooring. Unlike 

the synthetic components in laminate flooring, 
engineered timber has a natural, hardwood 
veneer finish. The middle and bottom layers 
of each plank is made of plywood, with each 
plank being a little bit thicker than laminate.
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New flooring is one of the best ways you can elevate and upgrade 
the look of your home. When choosing the type of flooring you 
want to use, the first thing you need to determine is the amount 
of activity each room sees.

Your home may see a lot of foot traffic coming through a main 
hallway into your living room or bedroom. It could be your kitchen 
or lounge spaces, or open dining area where people tend to gather. 
Some families have a rumpus room or plenty of rambunctious pets to 
contend with.

Knowing which areas in your home receive the most amount of foot 
traffic is important to determine the type of flooring you’ll need. 
Exceptionally high levels of foot traffic require flooring that is sturdy, 
hard-wearing and will stand the test of time.

There are plenty of great options to choose from when it comes to 
the best type of flooring for high-traffic areas.

Carpet
Soft and cushiony underfoot, carpet is a wonderful way of bringing 
warmth and sweet comfort into your home. Carpet is relatively easy 
to maintain and can provide a luxurious feel to your rooms, especially 
when teamed with a great underlay.

Carpet is more likely to be subjected to wear and tear over time. Over 
the years it may discolour in the sun, stain from use, have pulled 
fibres from pet claws, end up pilling (depending on the style of carpet) 
or develop bald spots in high-traffic areas.

To ensure you get the most out of carpet in high-traffic areas, we 
recommend choosing high-quality, synthetic fibres that can withstand 
even the toughest corridors of your home.

high traffic areas
The best 
type of flooring for
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EXPERT TIP BY IAN MINOTTI

Did you know?

Using the wrong cleaners can damage your floor.

Incorrect usage of cleaning products is almost 
always the culprit of chemical damage to laminate 
floors. The wrong cleaner can dull the look of your 
laminate floors or worse, eat away the protective 

upper layers.

Laminate flooring
One of the most robust types of flooring around, laminate is an 
excellent choice for high-traffic floorspaces. Laminate flooring is a 
great alternative to expensive, high-maintenance hard-wood timber, 
offering greater durability with the look and feel of timber.

Many people choose laminate planks for aesthetic appeal, exceptional 
durability and low-maintenance costs. Unlike hard-wood timber, 
laminate flooring does not require sanding or polishing as it contains 
a wear layer to protect the decorative and core layers underneath. 
However, once worn down or damaged, laminate planks require 
careful replacement.

Vinyl flooring
A highly popular choice for high-traffic areas is vinyl flooring. Whether 
choosing vinyl sheets or planks, vinyl looks luxurious, feels incredibly 
comfortable and is comparable in durability, look and feel to laminate.

To reduce the chances of damaging your vinyl flooring we recommend 
keeping pet nails trimmed, and having mats at all outdoor entrances 
to the home, to ensure that outdoor matter is captured before it is 
walked throughout your home.

Hybrid flooring
The best of laminate and vinyl, combined in one tough product. Hybrid 
flooring is made with cutting-edge technology, providing the look of 
hardwood timber flooring while being 100% waterproof, resilient to 
temperature changes, while being completely odour, scratch and 
stain resistant. More rigid than vinyl with UV-coating for high-impact 
resistance, hybrid flooring is an exceptional choice for high-traffic 
areas requiring the toughest of flooring solutions.

INSTALLATION SERVICES

If you are investing in a beautiful 
timber floor it pays to have an 
expert install it for you for the 

maximum results. Ask us about our 
professional and experienced layers.

ASK ABOUT OUR

PROFESSIONAL 
INSTALLATION 

SERVICES

JOIN SYSTEMS

Product ranges come in the simple 
'uniclic' systems that DIY installers 
love as well as the tradition 'tongue 

& groove' joining systems.

ASK ABOUT OUR

BOTH CLIC AND 
TONGUE 

& GROOVE

AUSTRALIAN SPECIES

Nothing more 'Australian' than having 
some of our local timber laid directly 
on your floor. Blackbutt, Jarrah and 

Spotted Gum are incredibly nice 
timbers that look amazing.

CHOICE OF SPECIES

UNIQUE & BEAUTIFUL 
AUSTRALIAN 

SPECIES

RESILIENT FLOORING

Want the real wood experience at 
much less the cost? Come and have a 
look at the quality engineered ranges 

at our Parrys stores.

14mm ENGINEERED 
TIMBER FLOORING

  $79.00m2FR
OM

NEED HELP CHOOSING?

Contact our friendly 
staff and we’ll help you 
find the right flooring 
product for your 
needs – whether it’s 
a renovation or a new 
build, we’ve got all 
your flooring needs.

* Prices and offers are valid till 31th January 2021 or while stocks last 
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dunlopunderlay.com.au

Designed with supreme durability and performance, Parry’s 
Comfort Plus underlay offers increased softness underfoot and 
is guaranteed to last the life of your carpet.

Add the extra comfort to your home.Add the extra comfort to your home.

Acts as a thermal 
insulator, retaining 

more heat in the winter

Makes carpet feel 
richer, thicker and 

more luxurious

Improves carpet 
appearance and extends 

it’s life by absorbing impact

A common myth surrounding carpet is the ‘allergy effect’ that it 
may cause in the home. We often hear customers saying they do 
not want carpet in the home because they are highly sensitive 
and allergic to them. But what are they actually allergic to?

Synthetic carpets, which outnumber sales of wool carpets 
significantly, do not provide a food source for biological growth, 
however, airborne biologicals can collect on these surfaces, as they 
can do on any flooring surface.

The problem in the home is the inadequate cleaning techniques that 
are used:

• Contaminated cotton mops.

• Ineffective maintenance procedures.

• If mops are not dried and disinfected correctly after use 
then hard surfaces could contain higher levels of biological 
contaminates.

• Cleaning carpets only when they ‘look dirty’.

Allergens that settle on flooring are only released into the air with 
the movement and shuffling of feet. It is interesting to know that 
studies have revealed that dust, lint and other dirt are held down in a 
carpet until they are vacuumed whilst the same does not go for hard 
surfaces where they can be kicked up and become airborne.

In summary it is worthwhile to vacuum your carpet regularly and have 
them professionally cleaned every 12-18 months to keep them looking 
fantastic as well as extending their life.

Allergy Sufferers
The Carpet Allergies: 
Best Carpets For 
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FAQ

Does having carpet in a house increase 
airborne dust levels, thus increasing risk to 

people suffering from asthma and other dust-
related allergies?

It has yet to be proven that there is a 
significant increase in the levels of airborne 

dust between carpeted and non-carpeted 
homes. More significantly, there is a 

misapprehension that having carpet in the 
home will increase in the exposure to 

dustmite allergens when in fact there are a 
range of other triggers in the home that can 
increase exposure and cause a respiratory 

reaction. 

The Carpet Institute of 
australiacarpetinstitute.com.au 

has provided an information sheet to assist 
consumers to better understand the issues 

related to Allergens in the home.

DIY SOLUTION

Beautiful Oak finishes on our entry 
level laminate. DIY and Cash & Carry 
with our extensive stock lines in our 

warehouses.

IMPORTED 8mm LAMINATE 
FLOORING

  $22.90m2FR
OM

RENTAL SOLUTION

Every customer has different tastes 
in how their floor should look. Our 

range of laminates allows for these 
varying choices.

CHOOSE FROM

CLASSIC OAK & 
NATURAL TIMBER 

DESIGNS

* Prices and offers are valid till 31th January 2021 or while stocks last 

dunlopunderlay.com.au

Designed with supreme durability and performance, Parry’s 
Comfort Plus underlay offers increased softness underfoot and 
is guaranteed to last the life of your carpet.

Add the extra comfort to your home.Add the extra comfort to your home.

Acts as a thermal 
insulator, retaining 

more heat in the winter

Makes carpet feel 
richer, thicker and 

more luxurious

Improves carpet 
appearance and extends 

it’s life by absorbing impact



Investor guide:
the best low-maintenance 
flooring for rentals 

For property investors, flooring is always an important 
consideration. The style, quality, feel and colour of flooring can 
significantly influence the attractiveness and rental return along 
with property resale value.

Yes, the cost of flooring installation and the complexity of ongoing 
maintenance are major deliberations for a landlord.

Many rental properties have a relatively high tenant turnover rate and 
might have a colourful mix of tenants over the years, including:

• students

• families with young children

• pet owners.

It often makes the most sense to go for a low-maintenance 
flooring option that will best enable you to maintain the quality and 
presentability of your property for years to come.

Style vs. ROI for low-maintenance rental flooring
With any renovation, refurbishment or new-build rental project, low-
maintenance and hard-wearing options almost always make a lot of 
sense.

Flooring that requires complex maintenance – up to having to remove 
all furniture – make routine jobs between tenants more complex and 
expensive. And are tenants really going to care that much for your 
finicky floors?

When, however, you go for a low-maintenance option, it simplifies the 
cleaning and care job for tenants while minimising restoration or repairs 
to coordinate between tenancies.

The top low-maintenance flooring options we offer include:

• Vinyl

• Laminate

• Hybrid flooring

• Carpet

Yes – low-maintenance flooring can have luxury appeal
The quality and desirability of your home must match the level of rent 
you’re seeking. High-end renters will expect a more luxurious feel … 
which can cost much more to install. Meanwhile, a clean, presentable 
low-maintenance flooring type will easily satisfy a low-budget housing 
tenant.

You might think that carpet is always a good home option. It provides a 
warm, soft and welcoming feel and there are certainly attractive options 
for a relatively low up-front investment. However, carpets require 
regular professional cleaning.

Further, carpets are not always the best option for high-traffic areas – 
they simply wear out over time. And would you really want a carpeted 
kitchen, toilet, laundry or bathroom? Keep them for bedrooms and 
maybe living rooms.
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To capitalise on the feel of carpet at an affordable price point, we 
suggest using a hard-wearing polypropylene carpet in the bedrooms 
and living areas. The rest of the house can be hard flooring.

Upfront flooring costs vs. durability
When you’re selecting low-maintenance rental flooring, remember to 
stay pragmatic. Make the choice based on your investment goals. Ask 
yourself:

• Who is going to live in your rental property?

• What are their durability requirements?

• What is the value/expected value of the home?

The simplest flooring options to install are vinyl, laminate, hybrid and 
carpet. None of these require much preparation in “dry rooms”. In 
rooms with plumbing, some waterproofing prior to flooring installation 
will be needed. And this means downtime.

Also, bear in mind that while tile and hardwood floors look appealing, 
they’re usually the most difficult and expensive to install. In fact, tile is 
often heavy enough that it can only be placed on the ground floor of 
some two-storey properties.

Knowing the best low-maintenance flooring option for your rental 
property can be overwhelming. There are so many factors to balance.

Parrys is here to help. Our flooring consultants can show you through 
our complete showroom and discuss your rental flooring needs in-
depth. Speak to us today.

INSTALLATION SERVICES

If you are not the handyman we offer 
professional installation services. 

Our layers have been with Parrys for 
many years and it is difficult to find 

better.

ASK ABOUT OUR

PROFESSIONAL 
INSTALLATION 

SERVICES

RENTAL SOLUTION

Something better and classier?  
Our thicker laminate ranges provide 

that extra something for the 
discerning buyer.

QUALITY 12mm TOP CLASS 
LAMINATE FLOORING

  $36.90m2FR
OM

INSTALLATION SERVICES

If you are investing in a beautiful 
timber floor it pays to have an 
expert install it for you for the 

maximum results. Ask us about our 
professional and experienced layers.

ASK ABOUT OUR

PROFESSIONAL 
INSTALLATION 

SERVICES

JOIN SYSTEMS

Product ranges come in the simple 
'uniclic' systems that DIY installers 
love as well as the tradition 'tongue 

& groove' joining systems.

ASK ABOUT OUR

BOTH CLIC AND 
TONGUE 

& GROOVE

* Prices and offers are valid till 31th January 2021 or while stocks last 

Google reviews

Got to say, I’m super happy with my decision to go 
with Parrys for my carpet install. Derek was extremely 
helpful through the whole process. 

He was always happy to answer my questions with 
no BS and address any concerns I had (most of the 
concerns were of my own doing and related to my 
removal of the old carpet grippers due to a skirting 
board install). 

Needless to say, on the day of the installation 
everything went super smoothly and the installer did 
an amazing job. 

I’m super stoked about the whole job on top of the 
fantastic service provided by Derek. 

Would not have any hesitation to use Parrys’s @ 
Belmont again 😄

3 weeks ago

Sharif El-zalabany
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or luxury vinyls
sheets, planks

When deciding on vinyl flooring for your home you can choose between 
three different types: vinyl sheets, planks or luxury vinyl flooring. Each 
option has different features and unique characteristics and this guide 
provides guidance to help you decide which type best matches your 
project.

Vinyl sheets
Vinyl sheets come in a large roll a little like a carpet or linoleum. Sheet 
floaoring usually covers the whole space without leaving any visible 
seams.

They are made of vinyl resting on a backing sheet of fiberglass and 
coated with some protected layers of polyurethane to make it even 
more resilient. Vinyl sheet flooring is fairly robust and can sustain a high 
amount of traffic. It is usually about 2.5 -3mm thick but can feel softer 
and warmer underfoot than wood or stone.

100% waterproof: vinyl sheets are waterproof and can be used in 
bathrooms and kitchens unlike vinyl planks which are only water-
resistant.

Designs: they come in any color or pattern, some are designed to 
look like natural wood while others resemble natural stone or tiles. 
The designs below are from our All Seasons collection which features 
timber, granite and tile patterns

Affordable: this vinyl product is usually the most affordable solution as 
it can be mass produced into huge rolls without having to be cut into 
smaller pieces. You can find durable vinyl sheets that you can install 
yourself from as little as $23.75m2.

Vinyl planks
The plank is made from vinyl and attached to an underlayer of fiberglass 
which makes it very rigid unlike a vinyl sheet, which needs to be rolled 
out making any rigidity impossible.

Thickness: vinyl planks come in different thicknesses including 2mm 
or 3mm. Thicker planks may cost more but could save you money in 
the long run as they will be more hard-wearing and are better suited to 
parts of the home that are prone to high traffic.

Designs: vinyl planks are usually designed to look like natural wood as 
they come in planks and lock together in the same way.

Pricing: you can find quality vinyl planks from $29.90 per square metre. 
As with everything, thicker planks will cost more but will last longer.

Luxury vinyl

Luxury vinyl is made up of multiple layers pressed together to create 
a very hard-wearing and natural-looking finish. The top layers include 
a scratch-resistant protecting surface over an image layer that holds 
the color and design. Beneath these are several layers of fiberglass, 
moisture-resistant backing, and an impact resistant core. Luxury vinyl 
planks usually come in a choice of 4.5mm and 5mm thickness.

100% waterproof: luxury vinyl planks are completely waterproof and 
can be used anywhere in the home.

Design: they look entirely natural and can be more hardwearing than 
wood or stone. Some are so resilient they are used in commercial 
areas.

Pricing: luxury vinyl flooring is the most costly option but also the 
most resilient which could work out cheaper in the long run. You can 
find luxury vinyl planks from $42.90 per square metre.

Parry’s parting words

Whether you go for sheets, planks or luxury vinyl planks will depend 
on your project, budget and personal preferences. Each material has 
unique feature and you will need to have your end goal in sight while 
considering which best compliments your vision for the project.

Types of vinyl flooring for your home:
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carpet specialswhilst 
stocks last

TERRIFIC 
TWIST 
PILE FROM 
$2990*

CARPET 
SPECIAL

CARPET 
SPECIAL

WHOLE 
OF HOME 
SPECIAL

WHOLE 
OF HOME 
SPECIAL

WHOLE 
OF HOME 
SPECIAL

WHOLE 
OF HOME 
SPECIAL

HYBRID 
PLANK

COMMERCIAL 
SOLUTION 
- HARD 
WEARING
FROM 
$10.90m2*

SOLUTION 
DYED NYLON 
- FAMILY & 
PET PROOF
FROM 
$9.90m2*

TEXTURED 
RENTAL 
LOOP 
FROM 
$2390*

FAMILY 
& PET 
PROOF 
FROM 
$2190*

HUMP 
& BUMP 
HARD 
WEARING 
LOOP 
FROM 
$2490*

OVER 60% OFF 
WOW!

OVER 40% OFF 
WOW!

YES – YOU HAVE READ THAT CORRECTLY! 
MIND BLOWING, ISN’T IT? GET IN QUICK. 
STOCKS WILL NOT LAST AT THIS PRICE

WIDER BOARDS 
FROM $41.90m2

LONGER BOARDS 
FROM $43.90m2

THICKER, WIDER & LONGER BOARDS 
FROM $47.90m2

OVER 50% OFF 
INCREDIBLE!

OVER 45% OFF 
NO WAY!

OVER 50% OFF 
–WOW!

OVER 50% OFF 
GET OUT OF 
HERE!

* BASED ON 73.2m2 
CLEAN FLOOR

* BASED ON 73.2m2 
CLEAN FLOOR FROM 
$2990 (NOTHING 
MORE TO PAY!)

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

* BASED ON 73.2m2 
CLEAN FLOOR

* BASED ON 73.2m2 
CLEAN FLOOR FROM 
$2390 (NOTHING 
MORE TO PAY!)

* BASED ON 73.2m2 
CLEAN FLOOR FROM 
$2190 (NOTHING 
MORE TO PAY!)

* BASED ON 73.2m2 
CLEAN FLOOR FROM 
$2490 (NOTHING 
MORE TO PAY!)

100% WATERPROOF HYBRID 
PLANK FROM $37.90m2




